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Abstract

The TRIGA Reactor located at the Tun Ismail Atomic Research

Centre (PUSPATI) Complex is owned and operated by the Nuclear Energy

Unit of the Prime Minister's Department. The operations and mainte-

nance personnel are part ar.d parcel of* the national civil service or-

ganization. As such, the recruitment ar.d remuneration of these per-

sonnel are handled by a central federal government personnel management

agency in common vith personnel from other federal government agencies.

In addition, the reactor is the first and only one in Malaysia, a deve-

loping country, vhich is in the process of committing herself towards a

nuclear pover programme. These factors coupled with the absence of an

•independent reactor operator licensing agency posed unique problems in

the recruitment, organization, training and licensing of operations per-

sonnel for the facility.

The paper discusses these factors and their bearing on the recruit-

ment, training, licensing and career development prospects of the PUSPATI

TRIC-A Peactor operators,

Introduction

The Malaysian research reactor which is located at the Tun Ismail

Atomic Research Centre (PUSPATI) Complex is the first and only reactor in

the country. The inception of PUSPATI and the acquisition of the reactor

was primarily aimed at the introduction and promotion of the applications

of nuclear techniques in line with national development objectives.

Such a pioneering effort does present considerable problems as is

the case with the introduction of new technologies into any country, espe-

cially the developing countries.

Outline of national Infrastructure

In the Malaysian context, the major problems faced can be attribu-

ted to the apparent lack of adequate national infrastructure conductire to

the promotion of nuclear energy applications. This is natural because of the

newness of this subject. Among these infrattructuwa indequacies axe:-

- The lack of a legal framework that governs nuclear energy-related activities

including the operation of nuclear reactors.



A highly standardised and rigid public personnel management

system. The incorporation of new professions and job

disciplines associated with nuclear technology into the

existing centralised personnel management system requires

certain innovations* This is particularly relevant to

developing countries where nuclear energy research and

development is primarily a governmental responsibility.

Thus, the personnel involved become part of the usually

rigid public personnel management syster.,

A national Industrial infrastructure which is yet in-

capable of supplying specialised nuclear equipment or

fabrication of special equipment to a standard of ~

assurance acceptable for nuclear applicatio-

An interim solution to this problem is • ..• import of

equipment from abroad which will dirr. _iy result in higher

costs and less flexibility in developmental work.

- An inadequate nanpower training infrastructure for nuclear

technology personnel especially at the sub-professional

level.

A latent public distrust or hostility towards new u ">-

logies especially nuclear technology.

There is always that fear of a backlash from this latent

public hostility towards nuclear technology.

Personnel Management System

Even though all these factors have a direct impact on

pu5PAn>operations, the main issue discussed in this paper is the

inpact of the existing personnel management system on the

operation and utilization of the reactor.

At the core of this system is a federal agency which handles

personnel Tianagement matters for all the federal government agencies

with the exception of the military, police and education services.
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Their areas of jurisdiction comprises of the whole range of

personnel management activities including recruitment, training,

deployment and renuneration of personnel.

In iirportant feature of this system is the manner in which

similar types of jobs with similar levels of academic qualifications

are grouped together. This group of similar jobs is called a scheme

of service. For exanple, all professional staff in PUSPATI

including the scientists and engineers are grouped in the 'Research

Officer1 scheme of service.

At the sub-professional level, all the technicians are

grouped together in the 'Technician' schene of service. This scheme

of service consists of technicians from the various traditional

engineering disciplines. The positions of nuclear engineering or

radiation protection technicians do not exist in the present

system.

This incorporates PUSPATI so as to fit into the existing

governmental hierarchy. The after-effects of this are only beginning

to surface.

Staffing

within PUSPATI / the ultimate responsibility for the safe

operation and maintenance of the reactor and also the provision of

support services to reactor users falls on the Reactor Department.

In addition to these functions, the Reactor Department is also

intended to be a research-oriented group directed towards power

reactor research prograriTCes such as the ccrrparative evaluation of

power reactor systems available on the market. For a research-

oriented group, a top-heavy organization is more suitable especially

when most of the research activities are expected to be acadadc in

nature. As a result, the Reactor Department has a high ratio of

professional to sub-professional staff. -•_- -



At present there are ten personnel at the professional level.

This consists of tvo nuclear instrumentation engineers, five nuclear

mechanical engineers and three physicists. At the sub-professional

level, there are two mechanical engineering technicians and one elec-

tronics technician. In practice, the jobs of these technicians have

a nuclear engineering bias.

I should also be pointed out that within the professional

category itself there is a relative overabundance of nuclear engineers

over nuclear physicists. This can also be attributed to the emphasis

on nuclear power reactor studies.

However, later developments on the national energy front to a

certain extent reduces PUSPATI, particularly the Reactor Department

to a service-oriented facility. As a result, a situation exists where

there is an overstaffing at the professional .level and unders1..-

the sub-professional level. Of the two, the more protl^inatic is the

sub-professional understaffing.

Recruitment

Practically all personnel in PUSPATI at the professional level •

were trained on Federal Government scholarships administered by the —:

central personnel management agency. One condition for the awari of

these scholarships is for the scholar to serve with a Government

selected by the central personnel management agency for a predetera-

period. This is a part of the overall mar.p r planning strategy of

Government. Almost all of the professional :-• *f were recruited in

manner. —

Unlike the professional staff, all the su%- -ofessional staff _"

received their academic training locally. The main :ource of supply for

these technicians is the local polytechnics. These polytechnics offer_r

courses in the traditional engineering disciplines only. At present -Jf~'

there is no local institution that trains nuclear engineering technicians

or mechanical engineering technicians with a nuclear engineering



?ov cur :-:rrPi'i';-, *':.ere graduates frcr. the rolytc-ohr.i"-\-

either in t?:e :::echar.ical er..;"-neerin£ or electronics discirlir.es

were recruited and rent overseas fcr nuclear training. The absence

of other nuclear reactors in the country restricts the score frr rrc-

ressior.al advancement for these technicians as if also the case for

the rrcfessional r-taff.

Fcr the initial r̂r-ur cf technician?, the : revise cf f:inr

aVread for train:r.f vr;s rrotaVly attractive enough tc ccr.rer.5ate frr

ainir.j :ar. :e dr>ne in-hcuse "lahinj -;

rUSFATI even les^ attractive.

Tc ::ver for the lack ef sut-rrcfessicnal staff. Graduate en--

Gineers in the reactor rrcur often have to do jors that trained tech-

nicians vculd ordinarily do. This censecuently leads tc a considera-

ble reduction in the job quality of the professional staff.

licensing of Treratcrs

Because cf the absence yet of a leral frarr.evor:: gcverning the

operation of nuclear facilities or the licensing cf reactor operators

or. the national level, an in-house syster. cf control and supervision

had to be created in F'JSPATI.

At the core of this syster. is the ?VS?ATI Safety Ccrrr/.ittee.

It IF. assisted by Safety Sub-Ccrrjr.ittees each responsible fcr a stecifi

area of activity. In so far as the cr.eraticn cf the reactor is con-

cerned, the PUSPATI Safety Ccr-.ittee is assisted by the F.eactcr Safety

Sub-conur.ittee.



An individual can only operate the reactor after he had

undergone a period of training and passed the operator examinations.

This examination is administered by the trainers with the approval

of the Reactor Safety Sub-Coranittee and PUSPATI Safety Committee.

The licenses issued are the Senior Reactor Operator licenses

and the Reactor Operator licenses. The Senior Reactor Operator

license is for reactor supervisory personnel and the Reactor Operator

licep.se is for the actual reactor operations personnel.

Training

Prior to the commissioning of the reactor, four of the

existing professional staff were sent abroad for training in reactor

operations and maintenance. All four, consisting cf one nuclear

instrumentation engineer and three nuclear mechanical engineers,

were trained at an American university reactor of a sirdlar type

and design. The instrumentation engineer was also trained at the

reactor manufacturer's facility.

This group is now responsible for the day-to-day management

and operation of the reactor as well as training subsequent groups

of operations staff. The trainees are drawn from the remaining

Reactor Department personnel, both the professional and sub-

professional staffs.

At the sub-professional level, two of the technicians had

undergone • a one-month training programme at the reactor manufacturer's

facility prior to the commssiohing of the reactor. Another techni-

cian had also undergone the same training programme but had since

left the department. This training programme was followed by further

in-house training.

Organization

Among the four licensed Senior Reactor Operators, one is the
Reactor Manager and another is the full-time Reactor Supervisor.
The Reactor Manager is also the Head of the Reactor Department.



The remaining two Senior Reactor Operators assist the Supervisor

in the day-to-day supervision of the reactor In addition to

performing their normal duties as Research Officers. These other

duties include reactor maintenance and the provision, of support

services to reactor users.

The technicians form the main group of reactor operators.

The other professional staff who are undergoing training as reactor

operators also assist In the actual operations. These professional

staff are involved in reactor operations and maintenance activities

on a rotational basis. When not operating the reactor, they per-

form their normal research and development duties. Such an

arrangement is necessary to cover for the inadequate sub-professional

staff.

In fact, the reactor operations organization is superimposed

onto the normal Reactor Department organization with no clear inter-

face. As a result, there exist an inconpatibility between the

reactor operations organization hierarchy and that of the normal

Reactor Department organization.

The reactor operations organization hierarchy is based on

individual reactor operations experience. The normal Reactor

Department hierarchy, on the other hand, has to conform to the

established personnel management practices as required by the central

personnel management agency.

It should be mentioned that personnel remuneration is based on

the normal Reactor Department hierarchy. No service benefits is

attached to the reactor operations hierarchy. In fact, the reactor

operations organization is an internal PUSPATI arrangement and is

yet to be recognised by the central personnel management agency.

Operating Schedule

Since the sub-professional group of personnel form the core

of the day-to-day reactor operations crew, it is inevitable that

the shortage of technicians will affect the operational flexibility

of the reactor. The problem is most prominent when scheduling long



radioisotope production runs. This imposes ft limitation on round-

the-clock radioisotope production programmes.

A more equitable arrangement for rewarding overtime work for

the operations crew is a step closer towards maximum utilization of

the reactor.

Career Development

As a step towards developing trained manpower for a nuclear

power programme, if and when it becomes necessary/ the career

development prospects for the reactor operations personnel should

be expanded.

In this respect, the career development programme for the

reactor operations and maintenance personnel should be interlinked

with the national electricity generation programme. This career

development prograirne should include training and temporary

deployment of reactor operations staff at conventional power plants.

The aim is to acquire experience in conventional power plant

operation and management and also project management for net-/ conven-

tional power plants.

Such a programme will not only enhance the scope of professio-

nal advancement for the nuclear engineers and technicians but v/ill

also establish a group of personnel who would have had experience

in nuclear reactor operations as well as power plant operation and

management. This group will better placed in performing a

comparative evaluation of nuclear power systems to suit Malaysian

conditions. It; will also give more credibility to PUSPATI when

voicing opinions pertaining to national energy policy.

This programme will encourage manpower retention in the

nuclear field especially at the professional level. It will also

make the job of nuclear engineering technicians more attractive.



Conclusions

The paper was primarily intended to present a picture of

some of the problems faced by the reactor operations crew/

particularly those encountered by the reactor engineering personnel.

In finding a solution to these problems, it is important

that both the short and long-term problems are taken into account.

The individual needs and aspirations of personnel should be reconciled

with the larger organizational -aspirations.

As for the personnel management system, the personnel

managers should have a clear understanding of the operations and

activities of the organization being managed.

Finally, even though the problems expressed here are peculiarly

Malaysian in nature, I believe that it is also relevant to other

developing countries about to acquire or in the process of acquiring

their first nuclear reactor facing similar situations.
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